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Abstract

Why the automatic understanding systems of programs based on plan libraries of programs are not of current application in the reverse engineering processes or in the ambient of re-engineering?. Even though the complexity of the algorithms that explore the libraries constitutes one of the principal problems to solve, the construction itself of the plan libraries represents a problem even more crucial. To mount a repository of this type, it is essential to have the professionals that have developed the systems or that accomplish maintenance in the interest area. To date, there exist no reports that describe some technique on how to accomplish analysis of programs oriented to the construction of libraries of programming plans. In the framework of the NEIGHBORS Project currently in execution, a technique based on the automatic comparison of slices is being investigate; this permits the analyst to focus his attention on a meaningful code for the design of program plans, liberating to a large extent the efficiency of the tasks of analysis from the previous knowledge of the applications and from the problems domain. The obtained results until now confirm the feasibility of the approach.
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1 Introduction

The process of programs understanding for maintenance purposes, reuse, or re-engineering, can be seen as the construction of "mappings" between the knowledge of the professional (analyst) that accomplishes the process, and the implementation of the application software [WQ96]. The knowledge previously acquired by the analyst, can be general, on how the system has been built, or specific, on the typical algorithmical constructions.

The automatic understanding systems of programs intend to simulate the behavior of the analyst. The final objective consists of extracting programming plans and design objectives from the source code [QYW96]. The programming plans are algorithmical structures that the programmers have applied iteratively during the implementation of the system and that are disperse in the source code [RSW96]. Precisely the integration of such structures and its storage in automatic support (libraries of program plans), constitutes the "knowledge" with which it is attempted to "map" the source code object of

1 Such code segments also denoted plans are called.
by professional that do not have meticulous knowledge of the domain of application.

However, also in [QYW98], it is briefly described a possible approach with automatic support on how analysis for the construction of libraries of programs plans would be practiced; details about which this approach are scarce.

We have began exploring an approach for helping programmers construct a plan library. The idea is to provide programmers with a tool that allows them to provide plans by example. In particular, the approach is to let them highlight existing code as an instance of a plan, provide them with a detailed view of the components and constraints present in this instance, and allow them to delete and/or generalize constraints and components. The systems can support this process by checking whether various combinations of the components/constraints present in this plan instance correspond to already-entered plans, and then automatically grouping and replacing them with previously-defined plans. The end result is a definition of the plan and links from it to other library entries. Given a sufficiently fast program understanding algorithm, the set of programs that may contain the user-provided plan can be immediately searched, and the user can adjust the plans definition based on the results.

Besides the technical issues involved in constructing this tool, its an open, empirical question whether such a tool can be used to cost-effectively provide plan libraries. However, it does suggest one possible path toward addressing the problem of how the necessary plans are provided to program understanding system.

One of the observations to this approach is that due to the fact that initially the plan library would be empty or in the best of the cases scarcely populated, the combinations of components/restrictions of the instances could not be compared with any plan and the process would fail. Other of the limitations that is observed, is that it is considered a strategy highly dependent on the professional or professionals, that is to say, of those that have participated in the development of the system or that are devoted to its maintenance. Their participation is indispensable, not only because in their minds the potential plans against which example plans will be initially checked are kept, but furthermore because they know the approximated location in the source code where such plans could be implemented, fundamental knowledge when a source code of great size is analyzed. Thus again emerging the problem already mentioned about the unavailability of these professionals.

In the framework of the NEIGHBORS Project1, a alternative technique based on the automatic comparison of slices has begun to be developed. This technique has as objectives:

- To filter those code segments potentially meaningful for substantially reducing the search space of the programming plans.
- To liberate to a large extent the efficiency of the task of the analyst from his previous knowledge of the source code object of study, supplying automatic tools and well defined tasks.

Below briefly the basic concepts needed to know about programs slicing will be checked. Then the general ideas that compose the technique will be introduced through a simple example, before entering to detail the components of it. Thereafter its application through an example of source code of the real world will be shown. The work will end with the conclusions to which it has been arrived.

\footnote{1It is considered real predefined "hooks" through which a code segment is attempted to bind to some plan in the library.}

\footnote{2Again, to be the empty plans library, the plans in the mind of the analyst would be the only one possibility of comparison.}

\footnote{3The Neighbors Project approved by resolution 164/90 of the Council Superior of our university has as purposes to develop a slice (extracting of slices), and the same time, to explore new applications of them.}
2 Background: Program Slicing

It is considered a technique developed by Weiser [W84] for the understanding and debugging of programs. A slice S(v,1)\(^8\) of a program, on a variable v in a sentence number l brings all the sentences that "contribute" to affect the value of v in l (backward slicing). Inversely, given the slicing criteria S(v,1) the sentences which depend on it can be calculated (forward slicing) [HRB90], [HD96].

The calculation of the sentences involved in a slice is accomplished automatically applying dependencies analysis on data flows and control flows [Tip94].

This technique that in principle has been applied to the program understanding and debugging, has also been adapted to other contexts such as maintenance [GL91], [KR97], [DS89], [KS89], reuse [LV96], [LV97], programs specialization [RT96], architecture analysis of software [298], re-engineering systems [S98], [LH96], programs evaluation [DH99], etc. With the present work a new area of application of this technique is being explored.

For the purposes pursued, it is interesting to calculate complete (maximum) slices on a data item in a program, that is to say, as of the last sentence where the variable that integrates the slicing criteria is employed. Which, however, does not guarantee that all the computations set associated with the variable is captured, as it is demonstrated through the program example of the figure 1 extracted from [GL91].

![Figure 1: Example Program Fragment](image)

The slice with criteria \(S(t,6)\) is composed by the sentences 1, 2, 5 and 6. The selection of the last sentence, is done with the simple purpose of attempting to extract the greatest possible quantity of sentences to, at the same time, increase the possibility of detecting similarities as it will be seen below. For the fixed objectives, the slices \(S(t,6)\) and \(S(t,4)\) will have to be considered independently one from the other.

A form of establishing if the slice is completed is to attempt to accomplish forward chaining (as calculating forward slicing) to depart from the sentence that integrates the slicing criteria. If more sentences are incorporated the slice calculated is incomplete. However, it is clear that automatically a complete slice can be calculated given any slicing criteria, without need of calculating first a backward slicing and then to verify if it is complete or not.

Nevertheless, since it is desirable to reduce the source code volume of lines to be analyzed, the semi-complete slices are those which take the greatest importance in practice. A semi-complete slice is defined in the same way Weiser did in [W84], that is to say, given a slicing criteria calculate the previous dependencies.

However, due to the fact that the specific sentence from which it is possible calculate the slice that contains the sentences that will be instances of the plan that is sought and is intended to design is not known a priori, usually it will be failed in specifying the correct slicing criteria. For this reason, the concept of gradually calculated slice is introduced. That is to say, to calculate a semi-complete slice and, starting from executing forward chaining, to add sentences in the measure that the analyst considers necessary. It is clear that applying this mechanism one can arrive to calculate a complete slice.

Other important concept for detecting recurrent algorithmic structures and due to the fact that can be found de-localized, is that of inter-procedural slice, which is calculated applying dependencies analysis beyond the limits of the procedure to which the slicing criteria make reference [KHS95], [HRB90], [FG97].

On the other hand, the slices calculated from a same program can show different relationships mutually, according to the fact of sharing or not sentences. In this way, if there are slices with common sentences but at the same time with won sentences they will be called slices with not empty intersection or simply slices in intersection (figure 2.b). Also it is possible to calculate slices totally contained in others, in whose case they will be called included slices (figure 2.a). And finally it will be possible to have slices that do not possess common sentences which will be called disjointed slices (figure 2.c).

![Figure 2: Relationships Between Slices](image)

These relationships among slices are the mechanisms of filter of code source lines that will be applied to reduce the volume of sentences to be analyzed. It constitutes a subsequent investigation matter to analyze whether these relationships among slices can provide some clue on the arrangement of the programming plans in the libraries.

3 A Technique of Programs Analysis for the Construction of Programming Plans

3.1 Slices and Programming Plans

Until now, there are no reports that may have attempted to combine these two techniques. On what is the idea of linking the slices to the programming plans founded?? If a slice \(S\) on a specific datum item \(d\) is calculated, and there is a plan programming \(P\) where the computations abstracted in its components can be applied to the datum item \(d\), then \(S\) contains the sentences that instance \(P\). That is to say, a "well calculated" slice can contain a programming plan, and if this programming plan exists no abstract components without instanting will remain.

In other words, if a hypothetical programming plan is in mind, the key consists in calculating the slice that contains the instances of the abstract components of the plan. It is clear that to calculate the appropriate slice in programs that manipulate thousands of data items is not a simple task, since not only it would be necessary to know which the datum item to be specified in the slicing criteria, but furthermore, of what sector of the program it should be calculated so that it will contain the instances of the programming plan.
So far no one has ever developed mathematical bases that guarantee that if there is a programming plan then there has to exist a slice that contains the instances of its abstract components. However, it has been gathered empirical evidence that demonstrates this hypothesis.

These ideas will be analyzed with an example. It is assumed that there is intention to design a hierarchy of programming plans as the one shown in figure 1 of [QYWW95], and that is the program fragment of the figure 3, extracted from the same work. If the slice S(sum, 1-3) is calculated all the sentences that compose the fragment will be extracted, and this certifies a perfect instance of the program plans that integrate the hierarchy of the figure 1 of that work.

Figure 3: Program Fragment that Instance a Programming Plan

However, it is evident, that if the slice S(sum, 1-3) is calculated the results that will be obtained (for this case) will be more specific (poor) with view to the construction of program plans (miscalculated slice), since it will be possible to design only some of the desired plans.

That is to say, it can occur that a correct programming plan is desired and that the data item or items that will constitute the slicing criteria have been selected correctly, but it has been failed in indicating the correct sector from which the slice would have to be calculated the slice. Under such circumstances, it can be supposed incorrectly that a slice on that data item does not permit to capture the sentences that instance the abstract components of the programming plan thought. An extreme solution would be to calculate a complete slice, that is to say, in all the program, but this would hinder the subsequent analysis incorporating perhaps unnecessary sentences and hindering the selection of the region from which to begin the analysis.

Even though this is not the case, it can also occur that the calculated slice is composed by other sentences that will not be instances of any abstract component of any programming plan. In this case, the slice will be "dirty" with irrelevant information for the pursued purpose what will hinder the detection of the plan hidden in it. This situation in program fragments COBOL will be below.

3.2 A Introductory Example

An very simple example is presented below as a way of illustrating the basic ideas that compose the technique that has been designed.

It is supposed the presence of the program fragment observed in figure 4 that a reproduction of [WYW95], and from which the slices on the data items A, B, and C have been calculated.

It is clear that in case of being the complete program, perhaps the slices would be composed of additional sentences that provide nothing to the construction of the hierarchy intended to be designed. Even though the simplicity of the example makes a deep study to establish the similarities among slices unnecessary, a short analysis will proceed in order to delineate the general ideas of the technique.

At the beginning the two slices to the tool are proposed to accomplish the analysis, one of the them will enable to accomplish the observations (slice on B), while the other one will reflect the similarities with the first, if these are present (slice on C). In reality, it is perfectly possible to accomplish simultaneous comparisons between more than two slices.

Starting at the PRINT sentence in the first slice, it is observed that it has a dependency of control and data (by the variable index j) on the FOR...NEXT sentence; consequently, it is required the tool that confirms if the PRINT sentence in the second slice fulfills with identical restriction. The response is positive. Continuing with the observations in the first slice, it is also observed that the PRINT sentence has a data dependency on the assignment sentence previous to the FOR...NEXT sentence. Again the tool is consulted to check, if the corresponding PRINT sentence in the second slice complies with the same restriction. In fact the response is positive. Finally, the FOR...NEXT sentence in the first slice has a data dependency on the assignment sentence. The tool confirms that in the second slice identical restriction is verified.

The fact that the restrictions or dependencies are fulfilled, implies that the sentences involved can be considered conceptually identical, and that both are potential instances of an abstract component of a hypothetical programming plan. This concept is very important, inasmuch as there is no seeking of syntactically identical sentences but of the concept that can be abstracted from them.

Figure 5 shows the sequence in which the components considered similar have appearing.

As shown below, based on the detected similarities, the task of the analyst is to create the abstract components that synthesize both instances. As a rule, and due to the fact that the two slices possess instances that can be considered conceptually identical and that the data and control dependencies demonstrate that the architectural arrangement of such components is the same in both slices, then the involved source code can hide a
programming plan and therefore deserves the attention of the analyst. Figure 6 shows a
hierarchy of program plans that would be the result of the observations accomplished by
an analyst in the previous fragments source code.

Figure 6: Designed Plan Base on the Observed Similarities

The connections AND and OR are employed, even though the latter is not present, as in [WQ90], to relate abstract components.

It is evident that if the analyst has good knowledge of the problem domains, and has
an accurate mental representation of the programming plans as that showed the figure 3
of [WY95], the existence of a second slice would not be indispensable, since the analyst
would compare his knowledge directly with the existing slice. However, in this last case,
the comparison process would depend exclusively on the knowledge of the problems domain
on the part analyst, not only to detect what is considered a plan of the domain, but also to
know the approximated location in the code source where such plan would be implemented.
However, this approach is not supported by automatic means like the technique that is
being defined.

3.3 Activities and Automatic Support

Taking into account the previous example, it is possible to define the elements that com-
pose the technique. As it was mentioned previously, the objective is to focus analyst’s
attention on code segments potentially relevant to the design of programming plans. It is
clear that to apply this technique the analyst must have an approximated idea about the
programming plan that he is seeking and trying to build, on one slice and on the other side:
about the source code, more specifically on the data items, that will constitute the slicing
criteria. The last is important since the analyst will specify a appropriate slicing criteria
to be able to capture the sentences that will be instances of the abstract components of
the programming plan that he is seeking and trying to design.

What types of slices are particularly interesting for this purpose?. Since it is desir-
able to detect recurrent algorithmical structures comparing slices, included slices are of
less importance for these objectives, since they are not useful at least by now, to compare
exactly the same sentences. On the contrary, the disjointed slices are of particular in-
terest, the same as the code fragments that constitute the differences in the slices with

non-empty intersection (shaded regions of the graphic 2). Consequently, the relationships
among different and disjoined slice will be applied as mechanisms to reduce the volume of
sentences to analyze.

It has been considered convenient to detail the technique the style of an algorithm as
follows:

- 1. To calculate the pair of slices.
- 2. To detect relationships between slices (differenace, inclusion or disjoint). If there
   is inclusion return to 1.
- 3. To select a sentence in a slice from which the analysis will be continued. If there's
   any more sentence to consider go to 8.
- 4. To request the tool that detects identical sentences in the other slice (As of here,
   the second slice will try to reflect the dependencies that have been detected in the
   first and that the analyst has confirmed).
- 5. To accomplish backward chaining (or forward) to detect sentences that may have
   control dependencies.
- 6. Once detected the sentence in the first slice, observe if the calculated sentence
   in the second slice is conceptually identical to the one calculated in the first slice.
   In this case, accept correspondence between the calculated components. On the
   contrary return to 3.
- 7. With the new calculated component return to 5.
- 8. With the conceptually equivalent sentences and the structural relationships be-
   tween them, design the programming plan.

Some explanations are necessary. In the first step, the calculated slices can be com-
plete, semi-complete, or gradually calculated, evaluating the usefulness of the sentences
that have been incorporated in order to design the programming plan. The gradually
Calculated slices is an other mechanism that is used to restrict even more the number of
sentences to analyze.

Continuing with the step 1 and as a way of making the process more efficient, not
necessarily the exploration is restricted to a pair of slices but it can be perfectly amplified
to more than two slices.

In the step 3 it is necessary to indicate from what sentence the analysis will be con-
tinued. It has been observed that in certain cases the calculation of the dependencies "bring"
sentences of which correspondence in the other slice is not found. In some opportuni-
ities this occurs due to the fact that the programming plans are delocalized, what makes
necessary to continue the analysis from other sectors of the slice. Thereafter it is sought to
assemble the scattered segments through the corresponding dependencies.

In the step 5 any type of chaining can be applied indiscriminately. Normally, one has
been with backward chaining for example, then one should continue the analysis with
the same, as long as the sector of the slice that is being analyzed has not changed.
That is to say, it should be possible to apply different types of chaining in different sectors
slice, is conceptually included in the data item that integrates the slicing criteria of the inclusions slice. In
case of existing programming plans hidden in such slices, this relationship of inclusion can provide clues
on how the programming plans disposed will be in the library. In general, the relationships of disjoint
and intersection of slices would also have to supply similar clues.
of the slice, and then combine the results. It is clear that to accomplish this, the tool must preserve the track of the correspondence that has already been detected.

In the step 6 is where the participation of the analyst actually is required, since his observation is vital to know if the calculated sentences are or are not equivalent, and consequently the calculation of the successive dependencies will continue or not from there. The fact that a correspondence between sentences is accepted or confirmed, implies that a link between them has been created and that the automatic support must maintain them.

With respect to the stage 8, actually it doesn’t belong to the same technique, simply it has been introduced at the end to complete the ideas tried to transmit. There is not any information in this sense, the design and the incorporation programming plans in the libraries would be a subsequent stage within process of construction of a repository of the system. However, it can be glimpsed that once detected the segments of source code with potential programming plans, the analysis base on the technique here proposed, one of the extracted ideas from [QYW98] and reproduced in the section 1 would be applied accomplishing, since there would be availability of components and restrictions necessary to accomplish eliminations, generalizations, etc., activities impossible to accomplish previously.

According to what has been defined here, the designed technique requires an important automatic support. Among the automatic tasks it is emphasized:

- Calculation of slices and detection of relationships among them (differences, inclusion or disjoint).
- Simultaneous manipulation of two or more slices. This implies:
  - To execute backward chaining or forward chaining from different sectors of the slices.
  - To maintain the track of the links among the equivalent sentences considered by the analyst.
  - To permit to section the analysis on slices to enable the detection of delocalized plans.

The analysis by sectors of the slices implies that the correspondence found in different sectors of the slices should be preserved, to permit the subsequent assembly with the rest of the correspondence detected in other sectors.

With respect to calculation of the slices the tool must permit to calculate complete slices, semi-complete or to calculate slices gradually, as well as its storage and subsequent recovery.

To complete the environment, while the analysis is accomplished the plans of programming should be designed. Therefore, the system would have to permit not only to create, to modify, to eliminate, etc., the hierarchies of programming plans, but also, to preserve the instances from which its components have been extracted. Moreover, the plans already entered will have to be able to be applied to the base of slices, as in the approach described briefly in [QYW98]. But this is out of the scope of the present work.

3.4 Experimental Results

Below a more complex example applying the technique on code source COBOL is considered. The programs sources that have been taken as example, used to integrate the system of control of academic management of the students of the university. This application is

1 The key field CHAVE-CURR is defined as key of access and is composed by the sub-fields that appear in the line 1388. For reasons of space the Working Storage Section is not included.
calculated slices of other applications in the same domain.8

4 Conclusions

It has been demonstrated experimentally that a programming plan can be contained in a well calculated program slice. Starting at this point, a technique that permits to detect repetitious structures through the application of dependencies analysis of data and control has been started to be defined, that gradually define an architectural context that allows an analyst to synthesize abstract concepts from the observed instances.

Substantially, the technique permits to direct the attention of the analyst to meaningful segments’ source code for the design of programming plans. The comparison of slices is highly automated reducing the intervention of the analyst to the observation of the calculated dependencies. The following stage, within a global construction process of a library of program plans, would be the same design of the plans.

Briefly, the novelties introduced by the present work are:

- Entailment slicing techniques to the programming plans.
- Application of slicing techniques as basis for the definition of a technique of programs analysis for purposes never explored before.

Observed weaknesses of the technique:

- Due to the great quantity of data items that an application can have, it can take some time to find slices that possess similar programming patterns. However, the relationships of disjoint and intersection of slices, already reduces, to a large extent, the volume of code lines to analyze.
- The establishment of the scopes of the slicing criteria turns to be an important factor since it can include irrelevant code segments in the slices or exclude useful sectors where the programming plans are present.
- Due to the fact that the programming plans can be found localized, even in a slice, not always will the last sentence be the starting point to begin the analyses. That is to say, it is perfectly possible to have program plans located in the intermediate zones of the slices.

8 Here it is being dealt with the comparison of slices that belong to different applications in the same problem domain.
- Requirement of a complex automatic support that permits the calculation of data and control dependencies.

Detected strengths:
- Even though the automation of the tasks that have been defined is not simple, the fact that the technique is strongly supported by automatic processes provides it with solidity.
- The mechanisms of filter that have been defined (disjoint and difference of slices, plus the gradually calculated slices), reduce to a large extent the number of sentences to analyze.
- The automatic comparison of slices reduces to a large extent the knowledge a priori that the analyst must have to detect programming plans in an unknown source code.

On the other hand, some interesting directions to follow would be:
- To develop mathematical bases that support the hypothesis.
- To reduce the quantity of slices to be compared, an alternative would be to calculate slices base on criteria composed by more than one data item.
- To explore algorithms of slicing that permit to reduce even more the volume of sentences to analyze.
- To establish if the conceptual proximity of the data that compose the slicing criteria have some role in the arrangement of the plans in the hierarchies, for which perhaps it will be necessary to apply techniques of clusters analysis or concepts analysis [DK99].
- These techniques also can be useful to organize a repository of slices composed by "regions" grouping "conceptually near" slices in each one, and applying the algorithms of searches in such regions.
- To experiment with algorithms based on the constraint satisfaction that explore not all the source code but a repository of slices.
- To explore the defined technique in the detection of reusable components.

With respect to the last aspect, some experiments have been accomplished, for space reasons the results have not been detailed.

Regrettably, the lack of a slicer is a decisive limitation because the calculation and subsequent manual comparison of slices is an irksome task that considerably conditions the advance of the project and the obtained results.

In addition to the construction of the slicer that has already been began, it is also open the construction of the rest of the tools that compose the environment that has been defined here.
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